American Iris Society
Application for Registration

Fee: USD $15.00

The originator of the clone should apply for registration unless a selector has acquired the clone prior to registration. Give all information which may aid in distinguishing the clone from a similar one. Items 1-12 have an explanation under corresponding number at the end of this application. Reserved names not registered within three years will be released and the registration fee forfeited.

Application is hereby made for the registration of the name: ___________________________ First alternate name: ___________________________

Second alternate name: ___________________________ and its exclusive assignment to the newly originated clone more particularly described as follows:

1. Classification ___________________________.
2. Sldg No. ___________________________.
3. Height of Stalk ___________________________.
4. Season ___________________________.
5. Color of Standards ___________________________.

6. Color of Style Arms ___________________________.
7. Color of Falls ___________________________.

8. Color of Beards ___________________________.
   If color varies noticeably, complete the following as applicable:
   By Section: Throat ___________________________ Middle ___________________________ End ___________________________.
   By Hairs: Base ___________________________ Tip ___________________________.
9. Beard Appendages ___________________________.
10. Blaze or Signal ___________________________.
11. Fragrance (Check two where appropriate) ☐ absent ☐ slight ☐ pronounced ☐ sweet ☐ spicy ☐ musky
12. Other Features ___________________________.
13. Source of seed if other than registrant. ___________________________.
14. Parentage: Complete each branch until chart traces entirely to named varieties. Do not fill in parentages of named varieties. Chart pedigree on separate page if more space is needed.

Pod parent

Pollen parent

Additional brackets on pgs 3 and 4

Signed ___________________________. Print name ___________________________.
Address ___________________________.
e-mail address ___________________________.

Note: By submission of this registration form, registrant indemnifies AIS from any legal action as a result of trademark or copyright violation regarding the name submitted.